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Analysis of the retinex theory of color vision
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If color appearance is to be a useful feature in identifying an object, then color appearance must remain roughly
constant when the object is viewed in different contexts. People maintain approximate color constancy despite
variation in the color of nearby objects and despite variation in the spectral power distribution of the ambient light.
Land's retinex algorithm is a model of human color constancy. We analyze the retinex algorithm and discuss its
general properties. We show that the algorithm is too sensitive to changes in the color of nearby objects to serve as
an adequate model of human color constancy.

INTRODUCTION

Introduction to Color Constancy
If color appearance is to be a useful feature in identifying an
object, then color appearance must remain roughly constant
when the object is viewed in different contexts. People
maintain object color appearance despite variation in the
color of nearby objects and despite variation in the spectral
power distribution of the ambient light.1-4

Historically, changes in the color appearance of an object
caused by variation in the surface reflectance functions of
surrounding objects have been called simultaneous contrast,
whereas changes in color appearance caused by variation in
the spectral power distribution of the ambient light have
been called failures of color constancy. Both of these effects
reduce the usefulness of color appearance as a feature for
identifying objects. In our view, color constancy should be
defined as the maintenance of color appearance despite vari-
ation in the color of nearby objects and despite variation in
the spectral power distribution of the ambient light. Al-
though human color vision does not maintain perfect color
constancy, human performance is better than that of any
currently available man-made systems.

The fundamental difficulty in designing a color constant
system arises becase the light in the visual image confounds
two factors: the spectral power distribution of the ambient
light and the surface reflectance of the objects in the scene.
The problem of separating these two factors cannot be
solved for all possible viewing conditions. For example, if
there is only a single unknown object in the image illuminat-
ed by an unknown light source, no algorithm can correctly
determine the surface reflectance of the object. It follows
that all color constant algorithms must use information ob-
tained from light reflected from several different objects in
the scene. We therefore think it natural to broaden the
definition of color constancy to include preservation of ap-
pearance across variation in the surface reflectance of near-
by objects.

A number of algorithms have been proposed for the pur-
pose of modeling human color constancy or to achieve ap-
proximate color constancy.3-7 Only the more recent algo-
rithms 5 -7 make explicit the class of viewing contexts for
which the algorithm will be color constant.

The retinex algorithm proposed by Land and McCann4

and Land8 is important because it was the first attempt at
developing a computational model for human color constan-
cy. There is widespread current interest in the retinex algo-
rithm.8-1 7 The experiments that lead to the development of
the retinex algorithm and the algorithm itself have been
widely discussed in the literature.6"18-23 In spite of this, the
retinex algorithm is not generally well understood.

In this paper we quantitatively describe the problem of
color constancy. We then describe Land's most recent ret-
inex algorithm. 8 17 We present some simple results that
describe the general behavior of the retinex algorithm. We
extend our analysis by describing a computer simulation of
the algorithm. The simulation demonstrates that the ret-
inex algorithm is a poor model of human color constancy.
The dramatic failures of retinex as a model for human vision
arise because the assignment of a color value to a surface is
far too dependent on the composition of the other surfaces in
the image. In Appendix A we discuss other versions of
retinex, suggested by McCann and Houston" and Horn.24

Formulation of Color Constancy
The retinex algorithm has been proposed for and tested on
only a limited class of viewing contexts. We will formulate
the problem of color constancy with respect to this simpli-
fied model of the natural environment. The viewing context
is illustrated in Fig. 1. An observer looks at a flat two-
dimensional surface. The materials on the surface are
matte, and they reflect the ambient light toward a normal
color observer, who has three classes of photoreceptors. In
our formulation we describe the values of all functions of
wavelength by their values at a discrete number of sample
wavelengths X,, for n = 1, N. In particular, we characterize
the spectral power distribution of the ambient light by the
function E(Xn) and the reflectance at a point x on the surface
by the function Sx(Xn). The light arriving at the eye is called
the color signal. It is equal to the product of the spectral
power distribution of the ambient light and the surface
reflectance function, Cx(Xn) = E(Xn)Sx(Xn). The color signal
defines all the image information that is available at the eye
to make judgments concerning the surface reflectance at
different points on the surface.

The observer has three photoreceptor arrays that spatially
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Mondrian Viewing Context
Fig. 1. A flat surface of colored materials is illuminated by a light
source.

sample the color signal. The response of the photoreceptors
is computed from the color signal and the spectral sensitivity
of the photopigment in the kth receptor class, Rk(&J):

N

PkX = CX(Xn)Rk(Xn)
n=1

N

= E E(Xn)SXGAn)Rk(Xn)- (1)
n=1

This equation can be written as a matrix product of the
form

px = AETX (2)

in which the nth entry of the column vector ax is the surface
reflectance at Xn, Sx(Xn). The matrix AE is 3 X N, and its k,
nth entry is E(Xn)Rk(Xn). The entries of the matrix depend
only on the spectral power distribution of the ambient light
(a physical variable) and the receptor spectral sensitivities
(a fixed value). We emphasize the fact that the matrix
depends only on the spectral power distribution of the ambi-
ent light by calling the matrix the lighting matrix.

The problem of color constancy can be expressed as the
following challenge: Beginning with the spatial array of
data on the left-hand side of Eq. (2), recover the spatial array
of surface reflectance functions on the right-hand side of the
equation. An algorithm with perfect color constancy uses
the photoreceptor values on the left-hand side to calculate
color estimates at each pixel that are independent of both
the spectral power distribution of the ambient light (i.e., the
lighting matrix AE) and the other surfaces comprising the
scene (i.e., the vectors ¢x).

The class of viewing contexts used to evaluate the retinex

is limited in various ways. The spatial distribution of the
surface reflectances on the two-dimensional surface is re-
stricted to be composed of an array of rectangular, matte,
colored papers. Land refers to this spatial distribution of
surfaces as a Mondrian. This means that there is generally a
clear signal in the image data at each of the boundaries
between the differently colored papers. Other limitations
of this viewing context are that there are no secondary reflec-
tions among surfaces, there is no specular reflectance, and
the surfaces are restricted to lie in a plane.

In this paper, we study the performance of the retinex
algorithm for the simple case in which the intensity of the
light is spatially uniform across the surfaces. This means
that it is not necessary to discount spatial variation in the
intensity of the ambient light. The problem of discounting

SURFACES such spatial variation across a single scene is logically dis-
tinct from the problem of discounting variation in the spec-
tral power distribution of the ambient light from one scene
to another. We discuss this point more fully in Appendix A
in connection with our analysis of Ref. 24.

THE RETINEX ALGORITHM

There are several published variants of the retinex the-
ory.4'8""1,25 Here we consider the algorithm first described in
Ref. 8. All the published versions of retinex share basic
underlying principles, and in Appendix A we analyze the
McCann-Houston algorithm" and an algorithm presented
by Horn.2 4

The input into the retinex algorithm is an array of photo-
receptor responses for each location in the image. We can
think of this input as being three separate arrays of data, one
for each receptor class. Each of these spatial arrays con-
tains the receptor responses for a single receptor class for
each location in the image. We call each separate spatial
location in the image a pixel and use the superscript x to
denote a particular pixel in the spatial array. The algorithm
transforms the spatial array of photoreceptor responses in
the kth class, pkX, into a corresponding spatial array of val-
ues, 1kX. Land calls the individual values, lkX, lightness val-
ues. At each pixel, one lightness value is computed for each
photoreceptor class. A central principle of the retinex algo-
rithm is that the lightness values at pixel x are calculated
independently for each receptor class. Thus we need de-
scribe the computation of only one of the spatial arrays of
lightness values. This permits us to supress the subscript k
that indicates the photoreceptor class.

The Lightness Computation
The algorithm estimates the spatial array of lightness values
for a single receptor class by computing a series of paths.
Each path is computed as follows. We select a starting pixel
xl. We then randomly select a neighboring pixel x2. We
calculate the difference of the logarithms of the sensor re-
sponses at the two positions. This value is added into an
accumulator register for position x2 such that

A(x2) - A(x 2) + log(pX2) - log(pX1). (3)

In addition, a counter register N(x2) for position x2 is incre-
mented to indicate that a path has crossed this position. At
the start of the computation all accumulators and counters
are initialized to 0.
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The path calculation proceeds iteratively with the random
selection of a neighbor of pixel x2. In general, the accumula-
tor of position xi on this path is updated by

A(xi) - A(xi) + log(pXi) - log(pX1),

a path has crossed pixel x be N. If we denote the starting
points for the paths passing through pixel x as xl, . .. , XN,

then

(4)

and the corresponding counter register N(xi) is incremented.
Note that the sensor response of the first element of the path
plays a special role in the accumulation for that path calcula-
tion: It is used as a normalizing term at every point on the
path. The path starting at xl need not pass through all the
positions in the image, and it may pass through some posi-
tions more than once. The number of positions traversed by
a path is a parameter Np, of the algorithm. (The subscript pl
stands for path length.)

After the first path has been computed, the procedure is
repeated for a new path that starts at another randomly
chosen position. The number of paths in a complete calcu-
lation of the algorithm followed is also a parameter, Nnp.
(The subscript np stands for number of paths.)

After all paths have been completed, the lightness value
for each pixel x is computed by simply dividing the accumu-
lated values in A(x) by the contents of the corresponding
counter register, N(x).

The full retinex algorithm described in Ref. 8 includes an
additional thresholding operation that occurs during the
path calculation. The thresholding operation compares the
sensor response at adjacent pixels along the path. If the
value at pixel xi+, is sufficiently close to the sensor response
at the previous pixel, xi, then the accumulator value at xi+, is
updated by using the sensor response at xi. The intention of
the thresholding operation is to "remove the effects of non-
uniform illumination over the scene" (Ref. 8, p. 5165). In
this paper we will analyze retinex only for images with spa-
tially uniform ambient light distributions. Thus the thresh-
olding operation has no effect on any of our calculations, and
we will not address this aspect of the algorithm (but see Ref.
23).

The Meaning of the Lightness Values
The purpose of the retinex algorithm is to compute lightness
values that will be invariant under changes of viewing con-
text, much as human performance is roughly invariant under
similar changes. At each pixel x, the lightness triplet should
depend only on the surface reflectance Sx(X,) and not on the
spectral power distribution of the ambient light or the sur-
face reflectance functions of the other papers comprising the
Mondrian. In the following sections we investigate both the
extent to which the lightness values are color constant and
whether the retinex algorithm in fact models human vision.

ANALYSIS OF THE RETINEX ALGORITHM

The retinex algorithm is stochastic, as both the starting
pixels of the paths and the path routes are chosen randomly.
To understand the retinex algorithm, we examine its conver-
gence properties.

Consider the kth receptor class. The lightness value 1kX

for pixel x is the average of the contributions to A(x) from
the paths that passed through pixel x. Each time a path
passes through pixel x, A(x) is incremented by the log of the
ratio of the receptor response at x to the receptor response at
the starting pixel of the path. Let the total number of times

1kX=

log (-) + .. .+log (-)
Pk /\Pk /N

N

= log[ Pkh '
(PkxI . .. pkXN)1/1N-

F PkX 1
= log [ 0 (5)

where Ok(X) is the geometric mean of the receptor responses
of pixels xl, ... , XN that are the path starting locations
corresponding to each crossing of pixel x. Note that Ok(X)

may depend on the spatial position of pixel x.
If the number of paths Nnp is small, the random variable

OSk(X) will have large variance, as will the computed lightness
values. This is an undesirable property since for a small
number of paths the algorithm will not return stable color
estimates when run repeatedly using a fixed input. As the
number of paths grows large, Ok(X) will converge to a limit-
ing value, Gk(x), and hence the lightness values will be sta-
ble. Therefore we may supress the parameter N,,p and ex-
amine the properties of the algorithm under the assumption
that Nnp is large enough so that the lightness values may be
computed by their value in the limit as Nnp grows without
bound.

The number of times that a path starting at any pixel xi
crosses pixel x is a random variable, as is the total number of
paths N that cross pixel x. Denote the expected number of
crossings of pixel x by a path starting at location xi by
E(xlxi). If the path starting points are selected with equal
probability among all pixels, then, as Nnp tends to infinity,
the value of 0&(x) is given by the equation

log Gk(x) = E(N) [ae E(xlxi)log(pkJ)]
EN)all pixels

(6)

where E(N) is the expected number of crossings through
pixel x, E(N) = 2all pixels E(xlxi). In this case, we can com-
pute the lightness values as

1kx = log[1]XI (7)

where Gk(x) is given by Eq. (6).
Now we must address the question of how to compute the

values of the E(xlxi) as a function of the parameter Npl. The
authors of the retinex algorithm have not provided a precise
description of the statistical properties of the path-genera-
tion process.2 6 We have chosen to model the path-genera-
tion process by using a Markov process. On each step the
path is equally likely to move from its current position to any
of the immediately adjacent pixels. There are eight adja-
cent pixels for points in the center of the image, five adjacent
pixels for points at the edge, and three adjacent pixels at the
corners. The choice of a Markov process simplifies the
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analysis of the dependence of the algorithm's behavior on
the path length. This choice seems consistent with the
intention of the authors, though different in detail.27 When
the Markov path-generation procedure is used, the probabil-
ity that the path is at pixel x on on step n + 1 depends only
on the path location on step n. We can calculate the proba-
bility, P(n = xli = xi), that a path will be at pixel x on the nth
step, given that the path started at pixel xi. For a given path
length Npl, the number of times that we expect a path start-
ing at xi to pass through pixel x is given by

Np,

E(xlxi) = P(n = xli = xi).
n=l

We have computed the E(xlxi) for a pixel in the sixth row
and sixth column of a Mondrian of spatial dimensions 10 X
10, for several values of Npl. For very small path length (Np1
< 5), only the neighbors of the pixel contribute to Gk(x).
For Np1 = 25, the neighbors of the pixel contribute six times
as frequently as remote pixels. For Np1 = 200, the neighbors
contribute 1.25 times as frequently as remote pixels. When
the path length is large (Np» >> 200), the contributions from
all pixels are approximately equal. In this case Gk(x) is
simply the geometric mean of the receptor responses from all
pixels in the image and is independent of x. The lightness of
any pixel is given by

I x log()P (8)

where Gk is the geometric mean of all receptor responses for
the kth receptor class. Other authors have noted that the
retinex algorithms perform some kind of normaliza-
tion.4"17' 21' 22' 25 Equation (8) provides the exact expression
for this normalization for the Land8"17 version of the retinex
algorithm in the limiting case of large Nnp and long Npl. In
Appendix A, we provide a similar result for the McCann-
Houstonli version of the retinex algorithm.

In order to evaluate the performance of retinex, we must
know the appropriate path length. The published versions
of retinex are not explicit about how to choose Npl. Land
(Ref. 8, p. 5166) writes that contributions to the lightness of
a single point in the image are "taken over areas from the
entire visual field and not just those nearby; experiments
indicate there may be nearly as much contribution from
distant areas as nearby ones." This suggests that Land's
implementation uses a rather long path length.

In the next section we investigate the performance of the
algorithm in the case when NpI is large enough so that we
may calculate the lightness values with Eq. (8). Our investi-
gation will show that in this case the lightness values are too
dependent on the composition of surfaces in the Mondrian
to predict human color sensation.

In earlier work with another varient of the retinex algo-
rithm, McCann et al. (Ref. 25, p. 454) used a path length of
200 with a 480-point image array. With this choice of pa-
rameter values, all points in the image will not contribute
equally to the lightness value calculated for each point. For
shorter path lengths, the lightness at each pixel depends to a
larger extent on nearby pixels than remote pixels. We take
this point up in more detail in the section headed Discussion.

PERFORMANCE OF RETINEX

Introduction
Even within the framework of the Mondrian viewing context
with uniform illumination, no algorithm that uses the re-
sponses of a small number of receptor classes can be color
constant if the lights and surfaces are allowed to have arbi-
trary spectral power distributions and surface reflectance
functions. 21' 28 More recent computational models of color
constancy 6' 7'2 8'2 9 specify the classes of surfaces and lights
that are within the model's domain of application. The
retinex algorithm-formulated much earlier-has not been
updated to include such a specification. It is, however,
possible to compute the lightness values for any set of lights
and surfaces. In this section we discuss the performance of
the retinex algorithm for light spectral power distributions
and surface reflectance functions that are frequently en-
countered in the natural environment.

As we have emphasized in our definition of color constan-
cy, there are two ways in which an algorithm can fail. It can
fail to return color constant descriptors when the spectral
power distribution of the ambient light is varied and it can
fail to be color constant when the composition of the surfaces
in the Mondrian is varied. We discuss the retinex algor-
ithm's performance with respect to both of these types of
image variation.

Dependence of Color Value on Ambient Light
McCann et al.

2 5 have investigated the performance of an
earlier version of retinex algorithm when only the spectral
power distribution of the ambient light is varied. They used
the mixture of three narrow-bandwidth lights as the illumi-
nant in their experiments. Their results indicate that, al-
though the lightness values are not perfectly constant across
illuminations, the failures of the algorithm are not dramatic
and are of the same order of magnitude as human failures.
We have extended their simulations to include broadband
illuminants using the Land8 algorithm. The results of our
simulations, not presented here, are consistent with the con-
clusions drawn by McCann et al. 2 5 The computed lightness
values remained roughly constant as the illuminant was
varied.

When the composition of the Mondrian is held constant
and when the path length is sufficiently long, the retinex
algorithm acts by scaling the separate receptor classes. This
method of color correction is similar to one widely used in
industry. A gray-card reference surface is inserted into the
scene, and each receptor class is scaled by its response to the
gray card. We pursue this point in more detail in the section
headed Discussion.

Dependence of Color Values on Surface Composition
The dependence of the lightness values computed by the
retinex algorithm under changes of the composition of the
Mondrian has not been addressed in the literature. In order
to explore the performance of the retinex algorithm when
the composition of the Mondrian is varied, we simulated the
algorithm by using a number of different Mondrians.

Simulation Framework
The input to the simulation of retinex is a list of receptor
responses for each pixel. We calculated the receptor re-
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Test Mondrian Composition
Fig. 2. The spatial composition of the blue, green, yellow, and
purple Mondrians used in the simulations of the Land8 retinex
algorithm.
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Lightness
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STANDARD BLUE

sponses for a Mondrian composed of matte surfaces taken
from the Munsell chips, uniformly illuminated by CIE stan-
dard daylight D65. (The Munsell chips are a set of colored
papers spanning a broad range of natural colors. The chips
are widely used for color measurement in science and indus-
try.) To calculate the receptor responses we used the
Smith-Pokorny estimates of the three human cone photore-
ceptors as reported by Boynton.3 0 The receptor responses
are given by

N

Pkx = E E(Xn)SX(xn)Rk(xn).
n=1

We used the spectral reflectance data of Nickerson3 l and
represented these data as the best-fitting linear combination
of Cohen's3 2 basis functions for the Munsell chips.22' 28 Judd
and Wyszecki33 described the spectral power distribution of
illuminant D65 -

From Lightness Triplets to Color Names
We used the following method (see Land8 ) to evaluate the
dependence of lightness values on changes in the viewing
context. We assigned each Munsell chip to a lightness trip-
let calculated under standard viewing conditions. The stan-
dard viewing conditions consisted of a Mondrian of 462
Munsell color papers illuminated by CIE D65. We will refer
to this Mondrian as the standard Mondrian. To evaluate
the color appearance predicted by the retinex algorithm of a
test chip in some different viewing context, we first comput-

GREEN YELLOW PURPLE

R8/4 Y8/2 YR6/2 P6/6 10R6/4

0.9640 0.9077 0.3166 0.2968 0.3248
0.9476 0.8250 0.2310 0.2824 0.2904
1.0435 0.7905 0.3940 0.8885 0.2150

Test Chip: R8/4 Light: D65

STANDARD BLUE GREEN YELLOW PURPLE

B8/2 N8/ RP6/2 1OPB6/8 R6/2

0.9762 0.9199 0.3287 0.3090 0.3370
1.0844 0.9618 0.3679 0.4193 0.4272
1.2631 1.0102 0.6137 1.1081 0.4346

Test Chip: B8/4 Light: D65

Change of Context Simulation Results
Fig. 3. Predicted color values and lightness triplets computed by the Land8 retinex algorithm for two chips in the standard, blue, green, yellow,
and purple Mondrians. The lightness values were computed according to Eq. (8).

(9)
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ed the lightness triplet in the new viewing context by using
EQ. (8):

1 x log (10)

ues that depend only on the surface reflectance spectra.
Equation (2),

pX = AEG,

where Gk is the geometric mean of receptor responses for the
kth receptor class. (This is the limiting lightness value for
the algorithm when the number of paths is large and the
path length is long.) To find the color value for the test
chip, we compare the computed lightness triplet with all the
lightness triplets calculated under the standard viewing con-
text. We then find the Munsell chip in the standard viewing
context whose lightness value is closest (in a Euclidean met-
ric sense) to the test chip's lightness triplet. The color value
of this Munsell chip is used as the predicted color value for
the test chip.

The 462 Munsell papers sparsely populate the set of per-
ceptually distinct color values. It is possible, therefore, that
our method will assign the same color value to two lightness
triplets that produce different color sensations. We can be
confident, when the method assigns different color values to
two lightness triplets, that the corresponding predicted color
sensations are noticeably different.

Simulation Results
To evaluate the dependence of the lightness values on com-
position of the Mondrian, we computed the lightness triplets
for six test chips in each of four Mondrians illuminated by
CIE D65. The composition of these Mondrians is shown in
Fig. 2. These 3 X 3 Mondrians differ only in the composi-
tion of the lowest row: Their upper two rows are identical.
We will refer to these four Mondrians as the blue, green,
yellow, and purple Mondrians, respectively, as these names
indicate the hues of the lower chips. We chose these Mon-
drians because the variation in the composition of the lower
row significantly shifts the geometric mean of the receptor
responses when they are illuminated by D65. A human ob-
server viewing these Mondrians on a black background illu-
minated by daylight perceives virtually no change in the
appearance of the upper two rows of chips across the four
Mondrians. Figure 3 shows the lightness triplets and corre-
sponding predicted color values for two of the test chips, as
computed for each of the Mondrians. Both the computed
lightness triplets and the corresponding color values change
markedly as a function of the composition of the Mondrian.
For example, the retinex algorithm predicts that test chip
R8/4, which in fact appears pink in the viewing conditions
simulated, will range in appearance from beige (Y8/2) in the
blue Mondrian to purple (P6/6) in the yellow Mondrian.
This range of predicted color values is typical of all the test
chips and is not characteristic of human performance. Al-
though human color vision does exhibit simultaneous con-
trast effects, these effects are small compared with the mag-
nitude of color shift predicted by the retinex algorithm. We
conclude that the retinex algorithm does not correctly pre-
dict color appearance when the composition of the Mondri-
an is varied.

DISCUSSION

The goal of an ideal color constancy algorithm is to use the
information in the receptor responses to compute color val-

expresses the relation between the surface reflectance ax and
the responses px. To recover ax, we multiply the response
vector px by the pseudoinverse of AE6'7' 28' 29 :

ax = AE Px- (11)

The matrix AE-1 describes the proper correction for the
spectral power distribution of the ambient light. The en-
tries of AE-1 are independent of the surfaces in the image.
The retinex algorithm always attempts to correct for the
illuminant by an equation of the form

x = rpx~x (12)

where rx is a diagonal matrix. The entries of rx depend on
the spectral power distribution of the ambient light, the
position x in the image, and the other surfaces in the image.
As the path length increases, the algorithm converges to-
ward using a single matrix r, for all positions x, whose kth
diagonal entry approaches 1/Gk. Recall that the value Gk is
the geometric mean of the receptor responses for the kth
receptor class.

The simulation results show that, in the case of long path
length, the dependence on the surfaces in the image is too
strong. The predicted color values of the retinex algorithm
vary too widely with changes in the composition of the Mon-
drian to serve as an adequate model of human color vision.

For shorter path lengths, the lightness triplet calculated
for a pixel x depends on the location of the pixel. In this
case, the diagonal entries of the matrix rx are a weighted
geometric mean of the responses near location x. While
reducing the path length will change the set of points re-
sponsible for the overdependence of predicted color names
on the surfaces in the Mondrian, the qualitative effect will
not change. Rather, the same dependence on changes of
surfaces as was exhibited in the long-path-length case will be
replayed repeatedly across the image on a local scale. We
have not discovered a choice of path length that allows the
retinex algorithm to predict color names that are color con-
stant.

Another way to understand the retinex algorithm is to
compare it with the following simple color correction proce-
dure. To perform a color correction, we place a reference
surface in the image. We divide each of the responses of the
kth receptor class by the vesponse of the kth receptor class to
the reference surface. (The normalized receptor responses
parallel the retinex algorithm's lightness triplets.) This
method is currently used in industry for correcting the color
output of video camiieras; Brill and West 2l (see also Ref. 18)
have analyzed this method of color correction. They show
that the method performs correctly only for a severely limit-
ed class of surface reflectance functions and spectral power
distributions of the ambient light. When a reference sur-
face is available, the algorithm presented by Buchsbaum 6

will properly correct for chapges in the illuminant for a much
broader class of surface reflectance functions and spectral
power distributions of the ambient light.

The retinex algorithm is equivalent to normalization with
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Fig. 4. The effective reference surface for the standard, blue, green, yellow, and purple Mondrians under CIE illuminant D65.

respect to an effective reference surface. Indeed, the reflec-
tance function arx for this surface can be found simply:

x= AE 7, (13)

where y is the column vector consisting of the Gk. The
effective reference surface used by the retinex varies both
with the illuminant and with the surfaces in the scene. We
have calculated how the effective reference surface depends
on both the spectral power distribution of the ambient light
and the surfaces in the scene. The effective reference sur-
face is almost constant under changes of illuminant. Figure
4 shows the effective reference surface for the standard,
blue, green, yellow, and purple Mondrians under D65. The
effective reference surface is markedly different for Mondri-
ans containing different surfaces.

The difficulty with the retinex algorithm is that it normal-
izes to different reference surfaces for different scenes. It is
as if, rather than using a standard gray card for color balanc-
ing as is done in industry, we were to use a different reference
card for every scene. It is not surprising that the retinex
algorithm fails to be color constant with changes in scene
composition.

Finally, we note that it is possible to perform an empirical
test of the retinex algorithm as a model of human perfor-
mance without specifying the detailed algorithm parame-
ters. To do this, begin with an arbitrary first image. Calcu-
late the three photoreceptor response arrays for this image.
Construct a second image so that its red photoreceptor array
is a scaled version of the red photoreceptor array of the first
image, so that its green photoreceptor array is a scaled ver-
sion of the green photoreceptor array of the first image, and
so that its blue photoreceptor array is a scaled version of the
blue photoreceptor array of the first image. No matter how
the paths are constructed, the retinex algorithm will assign
identical lightness values to these two images. This is be-
cause, within each receptor class, the algorithm's normaliza-

tion will discount the scale factors that distinguish the two.
Thus the retinex algorithm predicts that the two images will
have identical color appearance. We are unaware of any
empirical tests of this prediction.

CONCLUSION

Historically, work on color constancy has emphasized the
need to correct for the spectral power distribution of the
ambient light. This emphasis has made it easy to forget that
the information reflected from a single surface is insufficient
to separate ambient light and surface reflectance and that
color constancy algorithms require information from multi-
ple surfaces. It is important to evaluate the performance of
such algorithms when the surfaces that comprise the scene
are varied. Human vision maintains approximate color con-
stancy despite variation in the spectral reflectance functions
of nearby surfaces and despite variation in the spectral pow-
er distribution of the ambient light.

The complex set of calculations that define the retinex
algorithm is equivalent to a simple normalization. This
normalization is not color constant: A color constant algo-
rithm must correct for the ambient light independent of the
surfaces in the scene. The retinex algorithm corrects for the
light in a manner that depends strongly on the surfaces.
This dependence is not characteristic of human color vision.
We conclude that retinex is not a color constant algorithm
and that it is not an adequate model of human performance.

APPENDIX A: RELATED IMPLEMENTATIONS
OF THE RETINEX ALGORITHM

Introduction
In this appendix we review two additional methods proposed
for calculating the lightness values for an image. The first

I I I I
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method is described by McCann and Houston1l and Frankle
and McCann.'0 It is very similar to the calculation de-
scribed by Land. The method differs because it includes an
additional nonlinear operation-the reset-that was also
used in the original retinex calculations. 4 The second meth-
od is described by Horn2 4 and cited by Land 8 as being equiv-
alent to Land's method (but see Ref. 15).

Retinex with Reset
In the original retinex algorithm, 4 a special step is present in
the path calculation. Consider the path starting at location
xl. If at any point during the path computation the value to
be added to the accumulator A(x) at location x exceeds 0,
then the path calculation is reset. The reset operation has
two parts. First, the value added to A(x) is set toO. Second,
for the remainder of the calculations along the path, the
value phx is substituted for the receptor response pkxl. A
sophisticated computational procedure for the retinex algo-
rithm with reset is described by McCann and Houston"l and
Frankle and McCann.'0 It is not presented in terms of a set
of path calculations, although they state that "the lightness
calculation is in principle the same as in earlier work: ratio,
product, reset, average" (Ref. 10, p. 1005). McCann and
Houston compute the value of exp(lkx) rather than lkx itself.
In this appendix we use the notation lkX to refer to the

quantity calculated by their procedure rather than to the
lightness, as defined by Land.8 Whether the lightness is
expressed in linear or logarithmic units has no bearing on the
conclusions of this paper.

The computation is defined by a simple algorithm. For a
given receptor class, the algorithm is initialized by setting
the lightness value at all locations to 1. The algorithm
determines the lightness at location x by using an interactive
comparison procedure. The lightness at location x is com-
pared with the lightness at a sequence of comparison loca-
tions, cn. Since we wish to study the convergence properties
of the algorithm, we assume that the comparison list is infi-
nitely long and that all locations are repeatedly compared
with location x. The lightness at all locations is computed
concurrently. The lightness value at x is given by the fol-
lowing recursive equation, which defines the lightness after
n + 1 iterations in terms of the lightness after n iterations:

lx(n + 1) = {lx(N)f*[f-. lCn (n)] }1X (Al)

where f* [ ] is a reset function defined by f* (a) = a for a < 1
and f* [a] = 1 otherwise. In the limit, as the algorithm
continues through many iterations, the lightness at pixel x is
given by

lx = im {lX(n)f*[* Cn ICn(n)]

This limit will converge only if

(A2)

(lx)2 = lim lx(n)f* ` lcn(n)l (A3)

Further, since we are assuming that limn- lx(n) = Ix, it
follows that convergence occurs if and only if

Ix = lim lf* P cn (n)]. (A4)
n- Amn

To understand the convergence of the lightness Ix in general,
we begin by analyzing the lightness at the location at which
the receptor response is smallest, xA. For location x,, it must
be that (px,/p,,) < 1. Moreover, it may be seen from Eq. (Al)
that the lightness at any location is always bounded above by
1. This is because the lightness value is initialized to 1, and
at each step in the iteration the lightness is multiplied by a
value that is less than or equal to 1. It follows that the
location with the smallest sensor response will never encoun-
ter a reset operation during the calculation of its lightness
value because the argument to the reset function is always
less than 1. In studying the convergence of the lightness at
xs, we may remove the reset function so that we have

x

lXs = lim P lcn(n).
n-P

(A5)

Since all locations x are repeatedly compared with location
x5, then, if lxs converges, Eq. (A5) must be true for any
comparison location x. If the computation converges, the
lightness of any location can be expressed in terms of the
lightness at x5 by the equation

jX = (I ) lXS (A6)

Now we consider the location with the largest receptor
response, xi. We will show that for each location x, Ix < (px/
pxl) and lx > (px/pxL). This forces the conclusion that lx =

(px/pXl).
To show Ix 5 (px/pxl), we rewrite Eq. (A6) for location xl:

IX= PX,).

Since Ix, is bounded by 1, it follows that lxs < (pxs/px1).
this inequality in Eq. (A6), we conclude that

IX < P-

(A7)

Using

(A8)
p,

for all possible comparison locations x.
To show lx > (px/pxl), we use a proof by induction with

respect to the steps of the iteration. On the first step of the
iteration, lx(l) = 1 > (px/pxl) for every location x. Suppose
that at step n, lx(n) > (px/pxl) for every location x. Then we
have

(PX) (gP)
p ICn(n) > > P . (A9)

Since the reset function is monotonic, we have

f*[K lcn(n)] > * = PX. (A10)

We substitute for the reset function in Eq. (Al) to get

lx(n + 1) > [Ix(nW*(- 1)] =[lx(n) L * (All)

Since lx(n) > (px/pxl) by the induction hypothesis, it follows
that Nx(n + 1) > (px/pxl). We conclude by induction that lx >
(px/pxl). It follows that lx = (px/pxl). Thus, if the computa-
tion converges, which we have not shown, the lightness val-
ues approach a simple normalization of the receptor re-
sponse with respect to the response at the largest location for
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STANDARD RED BLUE GRAY GRAY-RED

R4/4 Y7/6 YR6/8 1OYR7/8 GY9/5

-2.1123 -0.9906 - 1.0028 -0.6581 0.0000
- 2.2586 - 1.0808 - 1.2176 - 0.9327 0.0000
-2.1942 -2.0028 -2.2225 - 1.9953 -0.9079

Test Chip: R4/4 Light: D65

STANDARD RED BLUE GRAY GRAY-RED

Y4/4 1 OYR5/6 1Y5/6 Y6/6 GY8/8

-2.1974 -1.5781 -1.5903 -1.2456 -0.5875
-2.1609 -1.5527 -1.6895 -1.4047 -0.4719
- 2.9954 -2.5189 - 2.7385 - 2.5113 - 1.4239

Test Chip: Y4/4 Light: D65

Change of Context Simulation Results
Fig. 5. The spatial composition of the red, blue, gray, and gray-red Mondrians used in the simulations of retinex algorithm with reset.

the receptor class. This parallels the computation by
Land.8 Land's calculation is equivalent to normalization
with respect to the geometric mean of receptor responses for
the receptor class, whereas the retinex with reset calculation
is equivalent to normalization with respect to the response at
the largest location. Retinex with reset will also be sensitive
to changes in the viewing context; in particular, it will be
sensitive to any change in the reflectance function of the
surface causing the largest receptor response.

We simulated the performance of the McCann-Houston
algorithm in the limiting case that the lightness values are
given by

ekx _
exp(lkx) = Ph(A2

Figure 5 shows the four Mondrians that we used in this
simulation. These 3 X 3 Mondrians differ only in the com-
position of the lowest row: Their upper two rows are identi-
cal. We will refer to these four Mondrians as the red, blue,
gray, and gray-red Mondrians, respectively. We chose these
Mondrians because the variation in the composition of the
lower row significantly alters the largest receptor responses
when they are illuminated by D65. Figure 6 shows the light-
ness triplets and corresponding predicted color values for
two of the test chips, as computed for each of the Mondrians.
For the retinex algorithm with reset, the predicted color
values also change dramatically with small changes in the
Mondrian. We conclude that the reset operation does not
significantly reduce the retinex algorithm's overdependence
on the composition of the Mondrian. On the contrary, the

R4/4 Y4/4 BG4/4

B2/2 B3/2 B4/2

1OYR5/6 R8/4 P6/8

Red Mondrian

R4/4 Y4/4 BG4/4

B2/2 B3/2 B4/2

1OYR5/6 N2/ P6/8

Gray Mondrian

R4/4 Y4/4 BG4/4

B2/2 B3/2 B4/2

1OYR5/6 B8/2 P6/8

Blue Mondrian

R4/4 Y4/4 BG4/4

B2/2 B3/2 B4/2

1OYR5/6 N2/ RP4/4

Gray-red Mondrian

Test Mondrian Composition
Fig. 6. Predicted color values and lightness triplets computed by
the McCann-Houston retinex algorithm for two chips in the stan-
dard, red, blue, gray, and gray-red Mondrians. The lightness values
were computed according to Eq. (A12).
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reset operation localizes the dependence to just a few pixels:
the pixels with the largest response in each receptor class.

It is possible to run the McCann-Houston"' algorithm
without choosing the comparison pixels from the entire im-
age. In this case, the limiting lightness value for a pixel at
location x will be given by normalization to the pixel with the
largest receptor response among the set of comparison pixels

chosen for location x. We do not believe that limiting the
set of comparison pixels can eliminate the overdependence
on the composition of the Mondrian. The predicted color
for a particular location will remain sensitive to variation in
the surface reflectance function at pixels in the comparison
set for that location.

Determining Lightness from an Image
The second method that we consider is presented in Horn's 24

paper entitled "Determining lightness from an image."
Land8 cites this as another method of implementing the
retinex calculation. Recently, it has been developed further
by Blake 15 and Terzopoulos.' 6 The central premise of
Horn's24 paper is that the surface reflectance and spctral
power distribution of the ambient light may be separated in
the image data. The physical property of images that per-
mits this, it is argued, is that the spatial variation in the
ambient lighting occurs at a lower rate than the spatial
variation of the surface reflectance of the objects.

Horn bases his calculations on two steps. First, he as-
sumes that the image may be written as the product of two
functions, object reflectance at a point, which we call r(x, y),
and ambient light intensity, s(x, y). He writes the recorded
image intensity p(x, y) as

p(x, y) = s(x, y)r(x, y) (A13)

(Ref. 24, p. 281).
In the case of the uniformly illuminated Mondrian, the

spatial distribution of the ambient light has no step edges.
The boundaries of the colored papers, on the other hand,
define many different step edges of the surface reflectance.
Horn assumes that, in general, boundaries between objects
will give rise to step edges and changes in the ambient light
will give rise only to smoothly varying changes in intensity.
Based on this assumption, Horn argues that we may recover
the surface reflectance function as follows. First, compute
the logarithm of the image-intensity record

log[p(x, y)] = log[s(x, y)] + log[r(x, y)]. (A14)

Next compute the Laplacian of the resulting image. Since
the Laplacian is a bandpass spatial operator, it will take on a
relatively larger values when approaching step discontinui-
ties, and it will be small or zero over regions of nearly con-
stant value. By assumption, the larger values of the Laplac-
ian arise from surface reflectance changes, owing to the term
log[r(x, y)]. Horn applies a threshold operator to the La-
placian of the logarithm of the image data. The threshold
operator sets all values smaller than some criterion level to
zero and passes unchanged all values larger than criterion.
Horn's claim is that, following thresholding, the effects of
the ambient light have been removed.

Horn's method does not make the role of wavelength ex-
plicit anywhere in the calculation. By doing so, it is easy to
see why the method does not recover the surface reflectance

function. We rewrite Eq. (A13) with the spatial coordinates
made explicit only in the surface reflectance function:

N

p(x, y) = 1 E(X,)S(x, y, Xfl)Rk(Xfl).
n=l

(A15)

When the role of wavelength is made explicit, we find that
applying the logarithm to both sides of Eq. (A15) does not
yield the additive separation of the surface and light func-
tions required for the use of the Laplacian and thresholding
operations. Thus Horn's method cannot eliminate the ef-
fects of changing the spectral power distribution of the am-
bient light.

The method may remove some of the effects of variation in
the intensity of the ambient illumination. For example, as
noted by a referee, if the ambient light function is separable
in space and wavelength so that E(X,) = El( )E2 (x, y), then

N

p(x, y) = E2(x, y) 1 El(X)S(x, y, \n)Rk(\kf). (A16)
n=l

Under this assumption, applying the logarithm to both sides
of Eq. (A16) permits an additive separation of the spatial
variation of the ambient lighting from the spatial variation
of the surface reflectance function. However, the spectral
power distribution of the lighting remains confounded with
the surface reflectance functions.
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